ABSTRACT. The main result of this paper is a sparse version of the GrahamRothschild partition theorem for ra-parameter sets [R. L. Graham and B. L. Rothschild, Ramsey's theorem for n-parameter sets, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 159 (1971), 257-292]. In particular, a sparse version of Hales-Jewett's theorem is proved. We give several applications, e.g., for arithmetic progressions and finite sums of integers, confirming conjectures of J. Spencer and of J. NeSetfil and V. Rodl.
Introduction.
In their fundamental paper [1971] R. L. Graham and B. L. Rothschild introduced the concept of parameter sets and established a Ramsey theorem for parameter sets. Compare, e.g., Promel, Voigt [1986] for an account on recent developments.
The idea to study graphs which are defined on parameter sets is quite natural and apparently has been considered first in Deuber, Rothschild and Voigt [1982] generalizing an analogous approach of J. Spencer [1975] for arithmetic progressions. A Ramsey type partition theorem for parameter sets (an induced Graham-Rothschild theorem) has been established, then, in Promel [1985] .
Another line of research considers so-called 'restricted' questions. E.g., to get a monochromatic m-parameter subset no complete (m + l)-parameter set should be necessary.
With respect to the Hales-Jewett theorem, which is the case of partitioning 0-parameter sets, a restricted theorem has been proved in Deuber, Using the probabilistic method, V. Rodl [1981] established a sparse version of the Hales-Jewett theorem.
In this paper we combine all three approaches and prove a sparse and restricted induced partition theorem for graphs on parameter sets. Our main technique is that of amalgamations. We call it the NeSetfil-Rodl-technique, as similar ideas have been used extensively by J. NeSetfil and V. Rodl to prove Ramsey type results for ordinary graphs which are defined on sets, compare, e.g., Promel and Voigt [1987] for an account.
The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we explain the concept of parameter sets, resp., parameter words. In §3 we state our main theorem, a Sparse GrahamRothschild Theorem.
§ §4-8 contain a proof thereof. In §4 an auxiliary graphtheoretic result is explained. §5 introduces the basic notion for our proof, that of partite configurations. In §6 we explain how to amalgamate partite configurations. Relevant properties of the amalgamation are given in §7. Finally, the proof itself is given in §8. Although it contains some delicate details, the basic plan follows ideas from Nesetfil and R6dl [1984] . §9 contains applications and corollaries of the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem. In particular, the existence of sparse van der Waerden and sparse Rado sets is shown. This section can be read independently from § §4-8. In terms of graphs which are defined on parameter sets the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem still restricts to considering complete graphs, lacking a general result which covers, e.g., also Promel's induced Graham-Rothschild theorem. In § §10-14 we approach such a sparse and induced Graham-Rothschild theorem. On the way we achieve a simultaneously restricted result. In §10 the notion of graphs on parameter sets is described. In §11 we carry over the tools from § §5 and 6, introducing partite graphs and their amalgamation. §12 shows how the ideas from §8 can be adapted to prove the induced Graham-Rothschild theorem. §13 gives the crucial definition of connectedness that is needed later on, in §14, to formulate the Sparse and Restricted Induced Graham-Rothschild Theorem. This, then, is the final result of our paper. Its proof follows the patterns of § §8 and 12.
2. Parameter sets and parameter words. Let A be a fixed finite and nonempty set. We are interested in An, the set of n-tuples over A, and certain subsets (parameter sets). 0-parameter sets are simply singleton elements of An. In general, an m-parameter set M C An is given by an m-parameter word f = (fo, • ■■, /n-i) E (Al) {Xq, ..., Am_i})n. We require that each parameter A*, i < m, occurs at least once in /. In order to avoid ambiguities we assume that A fl {Xi]i < m} = 0; the set of elements a E A should be distinguished from the set of parameters A,, i < m. For/ E (AU{A0,.
•■, Am_i})n and g E (Au{A0,..., Afc_i})m the composition f ■ g E (A U {Ao,..., Afc_i})n is the word resulting from replacing the parameter Ai in / by gi, the ith component of g. Note that this composition is well defined, regardless of f, resp. g, being parameter words. If, however, f and g are parameter words then so is f ■ g. In particular, for fc = 0, we obtain a set M -{(/ • (a0,...,am-i)\(ao,..
.,am-i) E Am} C An. This is the m-parameter set related to /. Clearly, two parameter words yield the same parameter set if they differ only by a permutation of their parameters. We get a rigid representation requiring the first occurrences of different parameters to be in increasing order, first Aq, then Ai, etc. We give a formal definition.
Let us denote by [A] (£) the set of all words (mappings) /: n -► A U {A0,..., Am_i} satisfying for every j < m there exists i < n with f(i) = Xj, and min/_1(Aj) < min/-1 (A.,) for all i < j < m. 7) is the m-parameter subset of An described by /. Note that we have defined parameter words also with respect to one-element sets A, although the interpretation of parameter sets as subsets of An does not make sense. However, parameter words / E [{0}] (£) represent families of fc nonempty and disjoint subsets of {0,..., n -1}, viz., f~x(Xi), i < fc. Then / • [{0}] (*) is the set of all unions of these fc sets. Using the language of extremal problems, [{0}](£) is the set of strong A-systems with fc terms.
The Graham-Rothschild partition theorem for parameter sets (resp., parameter words) asserts that For every triple fc, m and r of nonnegative integers there exists a positive integer n such that We abbreviate (*) by n -► (m)£. REMARK. With respect to fc = 0 this is the Hales-Jewett theorem (Hales and Jewett [1963] ). For fc > 0 the original proof appeared in Graham and Rothschild [1971] , for shorter ones see Deuber and Voigt [1982] or Spencer [1979] .
By abuse of language we do not distinguish between parameter sets and the corresponding parameter words and simply refer to [A](^) as the set of m-spaces in An. For an m-space / E [A] (^) the set /■ [A] (7), then, is the set of fc-spaces in /. So the assertion (*) says that for every r-coloring of the fc-spaces in An there exists an m-space with all its fc-spaces in the same color (provided that n > n(r, fc, m) is large enough). In particular, a fc-cycle of length two is given by two distinct m-spaces fo, fi E ff sharing two distinct fc-spaces, in particular, /o and fy share a (fc + l)-space. By k-girth ff we denote the length of the shortest fc-cycle in ff.
The main result of this paper is the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem, (a) Let A be a one-element set.
Let fc, m, r and c be positive integers. Then there exists a positive integer n and there exists a set ^ C [A](") of 1-spaces such that
(1) k-girth {5r}m > c, and (1) k-girth {3r}m > c, and
(2) (n, {Sr}m) -* {m)r> with the same meaning as before.
REMARKS.
(1) The condition m-|A| > 3 just excludes the case fc -0, m = 1 and |A| = 2 for which the result does not hold. Here only the weaker result mentioned below is valid, compare also the result of §14.
(2) Using the probabilistic method a weaker result can be established, however, its proof is somewhat simpler (Rodl, [1981] ; Rucinski, Voigt [xx] ): given k,m,r and c as above there exists a family %? C [A] (^) of m-spaces such that for every r-coloring of the fc-spaces in A" there exists a monochromatic / €l? but still I? does not contain short fc-cycles. Unfortunately, such families %? obtained by the probabilistic method cover far more fc-spaces than desired, viz., these fc-spaces, then, induce additional m-spaces, creating even cycles of length two.
(3) The essential feature of our result is that the m-spaces are induced by spaces of lowest possible dimension. It is somewhat astonishing that with just one exception this is always possible. A weaker result would be, e.g., to require only a family 9~ C [A](D of fc-spaces satisfying (1) and (2). 4 . A sparse product lemma. As a tool for proving the Sparse GrahamRothschild Theorem we need a certain sparse and induced version of the product pigeon hole principle. This result has been proved in Promel and Voigt [1987] .
Notation. For sets Ps and Qs,s < t, we denote by {Ps -► Qs\s < t} the set of mappings rr: (js<t Ps -* \Js<t Qs such that ir(P) E Qs for a E Ps (the sets Ps should be mutually disjoint).
Notation. Let p be a positive integer, let mo,..., mp_i be positive integers and let Pa and Qs for s < t be nonempty sets. all p E I. As the set of such I is closed under intersections there exists a minimal such J which is denoted by 1(g), resp. 1(g), if we consider G. 1(g) is the set of coordinates on which the ^-value of g actually depends.
Sparse Product Lemma. Let ff: Hp<Pmp. -» {pa ->• Qs\s < t} be a ppartite graph with values in {Pg -* Qs\s < t}, let tt be an element of {Ps -► Qs\s < t} and let r and c be positive integers. Then there exists a p-partite graph ff: Il/Kp^M ~* {^s -> Qs|s < t} and there exists a family S^ of ff -subgraphs of ff such that (1) 1(g) = 1(g) for all 9E(Js<tPs, (1) fj-x = fj' ■ x for all j < j' < z and all x E h ■ Ak, but fj-x^ fj> ■ x' for all j <j'<z and allxEAm\h-Ak and all x' E Am;
REMARK. For sets A with at least two elements assertion (2) follows readily from (1). For sets with at least three elements assertion (3) follows from (4). In human language, (1), resp. (2), assert that the m-spaces fj mutually intersect in the fc-space h and have nothing else in common. Moreover, (3), resp. (4), show that any 2-space, resp. one-space, if |A| > 3, which is contained in the union of the fj but which is not a subspace of h already belongs to one of the m-spaces /_,•.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Say, h -(h0,...,/*m-i)-For j < k let the number j0 be defined by ,?o = min{i < m\h,. = Xj}. As h E [A] (7) the jo are well defined. This readily implies assertions (1) and (2). We now prove (3). Let
be as in (3). First observe that already g = g]m E [A] (7) and, moreover, g £ h ■ [A](2). Hence, h g ^ g. Let a be an element of A. As the two 1-subspaces g-(a, Ao) and g(Xo,a) uniquely determine g, in particular, gx(a, Ao) and gx(Ao,a) determine g, it suffices to show that for some j < z both g • (a, Ao) and g ■ (Ao, a) are elements of fj ■ [A] (7) • So we have to show that for some j < z
. This follows as h ■ g ^ g.
Assertion (4) can be verified using an analogous reasoning. Observe that we have to use essentially the fact that |A| > 3, i.e., every 1-space contains at least three O-subspaces. □
The significance of the next lemma will be clear in the construction of the amalgamation. The problem is the following: consider the embedding e_,: Jth.g&hAAuk\ "-» Ke\A](*y S° «i G WO"
We Want t0 find an GJ E t^Km+n) SUch that S4 • (h ® (Xk, .., Afc+n_!)) behaves like ey. We show how to construct Jfp+1 ,n, such that it satisfies again (1), (2) properties, i.e., let 9"= [J g®J!«.
»6[A](7)
This completes the proof of the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem. D 9. Applications and corollaries. In this section we give some applications and corollaries of the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem. 9.1 Sparse van der Waerden sets. In 1926 B. L. van der Waerden [1927] proved a theorem which nowadays is known as van der Waerden's theorem on arithmetic progressions:
For every partition of the nonnegative integers into finitely many classes one of these classes contains arithmetic progressions of arbitrary finite length.
Let us call a set S of positive integers a k-van der Waerden set if for every partition of S into finitely many classes one of the classes contains an arithmetic progression of length fc. Clearly, such sets S contain a lot of fc-element arithmetic progressions. J. Spencer [1975] and, independently, J. NeSetfil and V. Rodl [1976] showed that there exist fc-van der Waerden sets not containing any (fc+ l)-element arithmetic progression. They, then, raised the question whether there exist fc-van der Waerden sets S such that the family of fc-element arithmetic progressions does not form short cycles, i.e., S should be sparse.
(We say that a family of finite subsets Ao,...,Ac_i of nonnegative integers contains a cycle of length at most c if |Ut<c-^«l -(2i<c 1-^*1) -c, so a cycle of length two is given by two sets A and B intersecting in at least two vertices. The reader should convince himself that this definition renders precise what one intuitively would call a cycle.)
We answer this question in the affirmative:
For all positive integers fc > 3 and c there exists a k-van der Waerden set such that the family of its k-element arithmetic progressions does not contain a cycle of length at most c.
For short: there exist sparse fc-van der Waerden sets. The existence of sparse van der Waerden sets follows from a slight strengthening of the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem which is explained in the next subsection. So we postpone the proof until §9.3. Sparse van der Waerden sets have been also constructed, independently and using a different approach, by V. Rodl [1986] .
9.2 A sparse version of the Hales-Jewett theorem. Years after van der Waerden obtained his 'Beweis einer Baudetschen Vermutung', A. W. Hales and R. I. Jewett revealed the combinatorial part of van der Waerden's theorem. The Hales-Jewett theorem [1963] is concerned with colorings of A", asserting the existence of a monochromatic m-space.
Thus for fc = 0 the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem actually is a sparse version of the Hales-Jewett theorem.
However, the same proof establishes, for fc = 0, a somewhat stronger result.
Let us denote by <9a the symmetric group on A, i.e., S?a is the set of all permutations tt: A -* A. By e we denote the identity.
DEFINITION. For nonnegative integers m < n we denote by [A](^) the set of mappings /: n -> A U ({A0,..., Am_i} x S'a) satisfying for every j < m there exists i < n with f(i) = (Xj,e), moreover, f(miaf-1({Xj}xS"A)) = (X,,e) and min/-*({>»} x&a) < min/-1({Aj} x J?a) for all i < j < m.
For / E [A](£) and g E Am (= [A] (7)) the composition f ■ g E An is defined by (/ • 9)(i) = /(*) if f(i) E A and (/ • g)(i) = n(g(j)
) if f(i) = (Xj,n). As before M = f ■ Am is the parameter set described by /. REMARK. Actually, this generalized concept of parameter sets is the original concept of R. L. Graham and B. L. Rothschild [1971] .
A subset Jt C Am is a configuration. An embedding of a configuration Jt C Am into a configuration JV C A" is given by an / e [A] (™) such that / -Jt C Jt. We write shorthand /: Jt •-► Jf. REMARK. Observe that (1) asserts that the family of Am-subconfigurations of J^ (even in the generalized sense) does not contain short cycles, while (2) shows that a monochromatic Am-subconfiguration can be obtained via a special embedding.
PROOF. An inspection of the proof of the Sparse Graham-Rothschild Theorem for fc = 0 shows that the same proof actually establishes the seemingly stronger statement of the Sparse Hales-Jewett Theorem. The reason is that also a 1-space in the generalized sense is determined by two of its vertices. We claim that the set 5 = ^(^f) has the desired properties. As, trivially, the image under tp of a 1-space / E [A] (") is an arithmetic progression it remains to verify (1). We show that preimages of arithmetic progressions in <p(J/') are 1-spaces in the generalized sense in Jr. This follows immediately from the next lemma.
LEMMA. Let fc be a positive integer and let p be a sufficiently large prime number, viz. k2 + k <p. Let Sn = {£i<n a« -p*|0 < a, < fc}. Let a = Y,i<n ai'P% E Sn and let b = Yji<n Pi' P% > where 0 < pi < p, be such that a + s-bESnforO<s<k, i.e., {a + s ■ b]s < fc} is an arithmetic progression of length k in Sn-Then the number b has the following special structure: Let P-y -0; if Pi-y E {p -l,p -2} then pi E{0,p-l,p-2};
if Pi E {0,1} then pi+1 E {0, l,p -1}; /?"_, €{0,1}. Moreover, if Pi = 1 then a, = 0; if Pi = p-2 then cti = p -1; if Pi-y E {0,1} and Pi = p -1 then ai = p -1; if Pi-y E {p -1, p -2} and Pi=0 then ai = 0.
PROOF. Say a + s b = J2i<n ls,i ' P1, where 0 < 7s,t < k. Now we proceed by induction on i. If Pi-y E {0,1} then, by induction, no overflow occurs into the ith position, i.e., 78)j = (a^ + s ■ Pi) modp for 0 < s < fc. As p is sufficiently large we conclude that Pi = 0 or Pi = 1 or pi = -lmodp, i.e., Pi E {0,1, p -1}. Rothschild and Spencer [1980] .
(2) For c > 2 it particularly follows that S? does not contain (m + l)-mutually disjoint sets together with all their unions. This restricted result has been proved in Nesetfil and Rodl [1986] .
9.5 Sparse k-Rado sets. I. Schur [1917] showed that for every partition of the nonnegative integers into finitely many classes there exist integers x, y and x + y in one of these classes. Schur's investigations were motivated by attempts in connection with Fermat's last theorem. It has been said that also the motivation for van der Waerden's theorem on arithmetic progressions was coming originally from the Berlin circle around Schur, cf. Brauer [1973] . In his celebrated thesis, then, which was written in Berlin under the supervision of Schur, R. Rado [1933] gave a complete and satisfactory explanation of the common background of Schur's and van der Waerden's results, compare also Deuber and Voigt [1983] or Graham, Rothschild and Spencer [1980] . In particular, from Rado's investigations a generalization of Schur's result, known as Rado's finite sum theorem follows immediately:
For every partition of the positive integers into finitely many classes and for every positive integer k there exist integers xo, ■. ■, Xk-y in one of these classes such that for all nonempty I C {0,..., fc -1} also the finite sum X)ieJ xi belongs to this same class.
Nowadays it is well known that Rado's finite sum theorem can be deduced easily from van der Waerden's theorem on arithmetic progressions and we do not hesitate to repeat the argument, for another short proof see Nesetfil and Rodl [1983] .
We show by induction on (fco,..., fcr-1) that for every partition N = sto U • ■ ■ U str-y there exists an i < r such that class sti contains ki integers and all their finite sums. By van der Waerden's theorem we know that one of the sti contains arbitrary long arithmetic progressions. Say, Mi contains {a + I ■ d]l < I < N}, where N is sufficiently large. Consider {/ -d|l < / < TV}. By induction, there exists 1 < i < r such that £^0 {I ■ d]l < I < N} contains fc, integers and all their finite sums or, otherwise, sto fl {/ • d|l < / < TV} contains fco -1 integers and all their finite sums. But then we may as well add a, the first element of the long arithmetic progression in sJo, to find fco integers as desired. □ Now let us call a set S of positive integers an m-Rado set if for every partition of 5 into finitely many classes one of the classes contains m integers together with all their sums (without repetition, as before).
In view of Schur's result it is justified to call 2-Rado sets also Schur sets. J. Nesetfil and V. Rodl [1986a] showed that sparse Schur sets exist. Their proof is based on the fact that Schur's theorem can be deduced from Ramsey's theorem for pairs. Additionally, the existence of sparse Ramsey graphs is invoked.
Nesetfil and Rodl, then, raised the question whether sparse m-Rado sets exist for arbitrary m.
We answer this question in the affirmative. Notation. If 5 is a set of positive integers we denote by {S}m the set system having S as set of vertices and edges {J2iei x»l^ 's a nonempty subset of {0,..., m -1}} for each choice of integers xo, ■ ■ ■, xm-y E S such that also all sums J2i€l Xi belong to S. REMARK. In particular, for c > 2, such an S does not contain (m + 1) integers and all their sums. So this strengthens the result from Nesetfil and Rodl [1986b] .
The existence of sparse m-Rado sets follows immediately from the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let m, r and c be positive integers. Then there exists a finite set S of positive integers such that girth{5}m > c but for every r-coloring A: S -* r there exists a set X E {S}m such that A]X is a constant coloring.
PROOF. Let S" be a finite family of finite and nonempty sets satisfying (1) and (2) of the Sparse Finite Union Theorem (with respect to m, r and c). Without loss of generality the elements of S" are sets of positive integers. To each Z E S? we associate the positive integer n(Z) = J2hez 3' and let S = {n(Z)\Z E S*}. Then, for Z and Z' disjoint elements of 5?, n(Z) + n(Z') E S ii and only if Z U Z' E 5?
and, thus, 5 has the desired properties. □ 10. Graphs over parameter sets. Let a -(ao, ■ ■ ■, aa) be a sequence of positive integers. An a-graph on Am is given by a mapping <£: [A] (7) -» cti for 0 < i < a (by abuse of language we use the same W for all »").
Whenever possible we simply say that f is an a-graph, resp., we write (m,%t) to indicate that I? is an a-graph on Am. The intended interpretation is that Am is the set of vertices of the a-graph I? and the mapping I? indicates for each i-parameter word g E [A] (7) which kind of edge it forms. The numbers %?(g) can also be interpreted as multiplicities, so &(g) = 0 indicates the absence of the corresponding edge g. For |A| = 1 vertices should be interpreted as nonempty subsets of {0,..., n -1}, cf. our remark in §2.
The notion of embeddings between a-graphs is defined straightforwardly. Let (m,cf), resp. (m,lf), be a-graphs.
An embedding f'.S? <-+ £? is given by an / E [A] (7) such that &(g) = i(f ■ g) for all i < a and g E [A] (7).
Observe that these notions are similar to those for ordinary graphs defined on sets. In particular, subgraphs are induced subgraphs. More precisely, if (rh, <f) is an a-graph and / E [A] (7) then / induces the a-graph (m,l?) by defining i?(g) = W(f ■ g). Somehow it is not that apparent, and so let us stress this point, that we actually defined the analogue of ordered graphs. The reason is that parameter words yield a rigid representation of parameter sets.
Notation. For a-graphs (m,^) and (rh,£?) we denote by (|.) the set of fsubgraphs of If, more precisely, (J) = {/ E [A] (7) |/: % "-^ %?}■ Apparently the notion of an induced partition theorem was first used by J. Spencer [1975] who proved an induced van der Waerden theorem. A more abstract, viz., categorical, framework for induced partition properties has been given in Deuber, Rothschild and Voigt [1982] . A complete Ramsey type partition theorem for a-graphs over parameter sets has been proved first in Promel This result is not that easy to prove, in fact, the original proof of Promel [1985a] requires 20 pages in print. Recently, the particular case that at most one a, ^ 0 and, then, a^ = 2 and %t: [A](J -► {0,1} being a constant mapping has been given a short proof in Frankl, Graham and Rodl [1987] . Using also some kind of amalgamation technique, Frankl, Graham and Rodl prove an induced and restricted result.
In §12 we show how our *h -amalgamation can be used to give a relatively short proof of the induced Graham-Rothschild theorem. REMARK. Compared with ordinary graphs and hypergraphs which are defined on sets (1) is as expected, two vertices are adjacent if both belong to an existing edge (hyperedge, resp.). Condition (2) makes no sense for sets.
DEFINITION. Let 2? be an a-graph on Ak and let ff be an a-graph on Am, such that m > 2 for \A\ = 2. We say that ff is 2?-connected if for all / E [A] (7) such that fff is isomorphic to a weak subgraph of H and such that any two distinct fc, Here the notion of weak subgraphs is defined as follows: let S', resp. W', be a-graphs on Am, resp. Am. An f E [A] (7) is a weak embedding of % into %t if £f?(g) E {0,0?(f ■ g)} for all g E [A](7), I < a. In other words, some edges in (ft might be missing.
14. A sparse and restricted induced partition theorem for a-graphs. This section contains the final result of our paper. For families F of a-graphs we denote by Forb(F) the set of all a-graphs not containing any member from F as a weak subgraph. Let SF be an a-graph on A", let ff be an a-graph on Am and let G C (J) be a family of ^-subgraphs of S?'. In particular, G C [A](^), so, forgetting the a-structure, G can be viewed as a family of m-spaces in An. Thus the notion of fc-girth G, as defined in §2 makes sense.
Sparse and restricted induced partition theorem for a-graphs.
Let ff and 2ft be a-graphs and let F be a family of 2?-connected a-graphs such that ff and2ft are members of'Forb(F). Also let r andc be positive integers. Then there exists an a-graph 1? E Forb(F) and there exists a family G C (j) of ff -subgraphs of ^ such that
(1) any two members ofG intersect in an a-graph which is isomorphic to a weak subgraph of 2ft, possibly the empty graph, moreover, say, 2? is an a-graph on Ak, then any intersection of members ofG which is a k-space induces an 2?-graph (not just a weak subgraph);
(2) (SF,G) -» (ff)f, meaning that for every coloring A: (%) -> r there exists a g E G such that A] g ■ (%,) is a constant coloring;
(3) k-girth G > c, (4) if ff itself is 2? -connected then G = (fg), i.e., in this case the family G can be chosen as the family of all ff -subgraphs of SF.
PROOF. With little changes we proceed essentially as described in §12. We point out the differences. The construction of ^° is somewhat different. Let SFQ be an a-graph such that <^~° -* (ff)f. Such an fF° exists by the induced GrahamRothschild theorem. Say, JF° is an a-graph on An. Let (fu)v<n° be an enumeration of (%°) C [A](£) where, say, ^ is an a-graph onAm by %°(fvg®xl°-fv-g) =ff(g) for every v < n°y and g E [A](7), * < a, and £?°(g) = 0 otherwise. Observe that, alternatively, %° could be defined as 8'0(g®x"° -g) = 9"°(g) for all gEfu-[A] (7), so IP0 obeys a kind of uniform description.
Let G° = {}" ® x"° ■ fv\v < Hq} C (^,). Let (fcp)p<g be an enumeration of (^).
Note (3) fc-girth Gp > c; (4) if ff itself is ^"-connected then Gp = (|T); (5) any two members of Gp intersect in an a-graph which is isomorphic to a weak subgraph of 2ft, possibly the empty graph, however, any intersection in a fc-space is an 2t'-graph; (6) for every i < a, g E [A]^) and £ £ {0,SF°(g)} we have that Jt^ = 0;
(7) rp E Forb(F). Clearly, (<r°,G0) satisfy (l)-(7).
We construct (f P+1,GP+1) using the sparse product lemma. Consider fcp and define the (p + l)-partite graph G on riM<pnPi as in §12. Note that (6) 
